THE REVEALING IN REVELATION
Part 1
THE SCROLL AND THE 7 SEALS
“THE WHITE HORSE”
1st SEAL
REVELATION 6:1-2

In addition to using Logos and our own amplifications, we will also be using
Aramaic and Syriac versions to ensure we are seeing all possibilities. To be
able to distinguish one from the other, we’ll be using boxes:
1: Andrew Gabriel Roth’s Aramaic New Testament will be in a Red Box and
initials AGR
2: Jerome A. Land’s translation of the Syriac version of Revelation will be in a
yellow box and initials JL
3: George M. Lamsa’s translation of the Peshitta, which includes the Tanak
will be in a green box and initials GL
4: All the Enoch will be from Joseph B. Lumpkin’s – “The Encyclopedia of
Lost and Rejected Scriptures”

Yahuah, being outside of time, had, has and will
have a plan for those who have carefully
considered and responded to His call to enter
into a Covenant with Him and His Torah,
proving His FAITHFULLNESS AND
TRUSTWORTHINESS to us!

When Adam and Hawa fell out of the Garden, or
PERFECTION, Yahuah promised there would be a way back
to that Garden. He promised that He would be sending
someone to help get us on that “path”. Even Yahuah’s prophets
reinforced that, foretelling the coming of Yahusha, the perfect
Torah to teach us the way Home by showing us that he is the
doorway to Yahuah!

We have learned that Revelation is a continuation of
Enoch, the Ethiopic version or Enoch 1, 1st Enoch. If you
study Enoch, you will actually find out that this version of
Enoch witnesses to the truths of The Apocalypse of John
or Revelation. The definition of apocalypse has gone from
the Greek meaning of: disclosure as knowledge, lifting the
veil, revelation or revealing to the complete and final
destruction of the world. Well, that would be the world as
we now know it, but John’s Apocalypse also shows us
what the NEW world will look like!

There is one difference between Enoch and
Revelation. Enoch prophesies about the flood,
Yahusha and the Great Tribulation, he doesn’t
talk about what happens during the Tribulation,
however that is also where Revelation picks up.
Daniel got to see what was going to happen, it
made him sick, but was told to “seal” it up, it was
not his time for that, but he was the first one to
confirm the Great Tribulation would be 7 years
long. As we go through this study of Revelation
we will see that other prophets will witness and
confirm what John saw.

There is a part in Enoch when
he finds out that Abel is
basically asking for vengeance
of his murder. This lines up
with the 5th Seal of
Revelation, when those who
have given their lives for
Yahuah and Yahusha are
asking for the same thing, but
are being told to wait just a
little while longer; waiting for
those who will be the last,
coming out of the Great
Distress.
Enoch 21:2-7 I saw the spirit of a dead man, and his voice went out to
heaven and made petitions. And I asked Rapha’al the messenger who
was with me, and I said to him: “This spirit which petitions, whose is it
and whose voice goes up and petitions heaven?” And he answered me
saying: “This is the spirit which went out from Abel, whom his brother
Cain slew, and he makes his suit against him until his offspring are
annihilated from among the children of men.”

With all this in mind, it’s fair to conclude that the Scroll
with the 7 Seals on it, was, is and will be Yahuah’s plan.
There was only ONE who could open those seals,
Yahusha! This is the plan to take us back to His
Garden!! And we’ll look how He talks about His
creation!

My skeletal framework, strength and power was not
hidden or concealed, when I was created, made,
appointed and put together secretly in a shelter of
refuge and protected from danger, intricately woven
and skillfully wrought in the depths of the earth.

Your eyes say my embryo and substance, and
in Your book they all, everyone in totality
were written down and recorded – before
days were fashioned, planned, ordained and
forged by You the Creator.

Ps 139:15-16 My substance was not hid from
You, When I was made in secret, and
marvelously wrought in the lowest parts of the
earth. Your eyes did see my substance, yet
being imperfect; and upon Your book all these
things were written, even before day was and
man was brought into existence. GL

And I saw at the right hand of him who sat
on the throne, a book which was written
within and on the back side, and which was
sealed with seven seals. AGR

Then I saw in the right hand of him
who was sitting upon the throne a
scroll inscribed within and without
and sealed with seven seals. JL

Yahuah always gives us witnesses to prove everything, because He asks us to
test Him, and as we know, our Scriptures have been so distorted and
manipulated that it’s good that we always check, especially when dealing with
the NT.
Then I was shown and
became aware and
behold! A hand extended
and stretched out to me,
and behold! And in it was
a scroll that contained a
written communication.
And he spread it out and
unfolded it out before
me, and it was inscribed
on the front and back,
and there were written
on it laments which are
written expressions of
mourning and wailing and
songs for the dead.

Ezekiel 2:9-10 And I looked, behold, a hand was stretched
out to me; and lo, a scroll of a book was in it. And he spread
it before me, and it was written within and without; and
there were written in it chants, woes and lamentations. GL
Ezekiel confirms Revelation
5:1, with more detail. Of
course as we read further into
Revelation, we see that the
woes and lamentations are
starting to show themselves.

We know that Revelation is compressed in time, as well as the fact that it is out of order.
It’s not only Yahusha that is coming back, but Yahuah. Yahuah is all over the place in
Revelation, but He’s easy to miss, because it’s easy to misinterpret Him for Yahusha,
which was more than likely the plan.
The “hypothesis” is that the opening of the 7 Seals line up with “pre, during and post”
tribulation. Those Seals as we learned in Ezekiel talk about the woes and lamentations.
Revelation “reveals” those woes and lamentations (which mean songs for the dead).
The misconception has always been that the 4 horses of the apocalypse bring on
Armageddon, and that is incorrect – Armageddon is the end game, when the adversary is
destroyed. The tribulation is really what man has brought on themselves, and that is
what the Seals have revealed, the consequences of our actions. By going our own way,
being lured by the adversary and leaving our Father, He has taken away His hand of
protection, leaving us to our own devices!

And then I paid
attention to and
considered when
the Lamb opened
and disclosed one of
the seven seals, and
I heard and
understood one of
the four living
creatures speaking
in a voice like
thunder, “Come!”

And I looked, and behold, a bright white horse, and the one sitting on it had a bow which
is a sign of his strength and power, and a wreath signifying accomplishment and victory
was given to him, and he went out conquering and overcoming so the he might prevail
and overcome.

6:1-2 And when the Land had
opened one of the seven seals, I
looked, and I heard one of the
four creatures say, as with a
voice of thunder, “Come and
see.” And I looked, and there
was a white horse: and he who
sat on it had a bow: and a crown
was given to him, and he went
forth conquering, that he might
conquer. AGR

6:1-2 Then I saw then the
Lamb opened one of the
seven seals. Then I heard
one of the four creatures
saying like the sounds of
thunderclaps: “Come and
see.” And I heard, and I
saw, and behold a white
horse, and the one sitting
on it had a bow, and a
crown was given to him,
and he went forth
victorious and conquering
and that he might conquer.
JL

I looked up again and there
appeared and became
visible, and behold! – four
chariots coming out from
between two mountains,
and they were mountains
of bronze.
With the first chariot red
horses, and with the
second chariot black
horses.
And with the third chariot
white horse, and with the
fourth chariot piebald or
flesh-colored dappled
horses.

So I answered and said
to the messenger that
was speaking to me,
“What are these
things, sir?”
Then the messenger
responded and said to
me, “These are the four
winds, breath and
ruachs of the
shamayim going out
after being in a state of
firm inner strength and
presenting themselves
before Yahuah of all
the earth.

The one with the black horses goes forth to the North Country,
and the white horses go after them, while the piebald or fleshcolored dappled ones go to the South Country.”

When the piebald or
flesh-colored horses
went out, they were
required to travel
and walk the earth.
And he said, “Go,
travel and walk the
earth.” And they
traveled and walked
the earth.

Then he cried out to
me and said to me,
“See those going to
the North Country
have set my courage
and anger at rest in
the North Country.”

In Zechariah 6:1-8 we
see him discussing the
horses, in particular
the black horses that
go to the north and
the white horses that
follow, so what is the
significance of going
to the north?

This would seem to indicate that NORTH symbolized that which was hidden, dark and
obscure, so we will look at the root of “tsaphown”

The root tells us
basically the same
as the previous
word, but also gives
us more of the
negative
connotation: to
lurk, hoard, keep
hidden, a secret
place.

It is the rider on the black
horse that holds the scales of
justice as we will see further
on in this study and looking at
Job below, this lines up with
those who keep secret, hoard
and try to keep hidden their
evil ways and doings for they
will be brought to justice.

JB 31:5-6 If I have behaved and walked with
falseness, wickedness and vanity, and my foot
has hastened to deceit, betrayal and
disappointment, let him determine the weight
of me in the balance of justice, honesty,
loyalty and righteousness, and let Yahuah
reveal my state of innocence, integrity and
uprightness.

The dapples ones go to
the south country!

Going south is the more open direction,
nothing is hidden or secret and as this
says, when standing in the south –
your right hand is towards the east

And isn’t it YAHUSHA
that sits at YAHUAH’S
right hand?

Zec. 6:1-8 And I turned and lifted up my eyes and looked, and
behold, there came four chariots out from between two mountains;
and the mountains were mountains of brass. In the first chariot
were red horses; in the second chariot black horses; in the third
chariot white horses and in the fourth chariot grizzled horses.
Then I answered and said to the messenger who talked with me,
what are these, my lord? And the messengers said to me, these are
the four ruachs of the heavens, who stand in the presence of the
Everlasting of all the earth. The chariot in which are black horses
goes forth to the north country; and the white goes forth after
them; and the grizzled go forth to the south country, and the red
horses went forth; and sought to go that they might walk to and fro
through the earth. Then he cried and said to me, Behold, those
who go toward the north country have quieted by ruach in the
north country. GL

Zechariah confirms the four winds or more properly the four spirits of Yahuah.
He also confirms them with the horses. In Revelation 6, it’s white, red, black
and pale. Now the pale horse is the same as the piebald/grizzled/dappled
strong horse – piebald is green or pale.
The white horse of Revelation 6 is NOT the same white horse that Yahusha
will be on, nor is the white horse of Revelation 6:1-2 the pope riding in on his
white horse to save us, but this should be seen as “us”, those of us who are in
service to Yahuah and Yahusha and want to be counted worthy to join them in
the new city. In order to do that, we need to endure, and that means conquering
and overcoming our fears so that we can conquer and prevail in our service to
Yahuah and Yahusha.
Note that the rider on the white horse was only given a bow, there was no
mention of any arrows with that bow – but the significance of the bow is a sign
of strength and courage and the wreath or crown is the accomplishment and
victory of our endurance.
It is in Revelation 2:10 that Yahusha tells us if we endure He will give us the
crown of Life!!

Do not be afraid, anxious or apprehensive of the things which you are about to
experience or suffer. Behold, the adversary is about to throw or cast you into
prison so that you may be tested and tempted, and you will experience
tribulation, distress and anguish ten days. Be faithful and trustworthy until
death, and I will give you the crown or wreath of life.

We will be tested, but if we know that Yahuah loves us because we love and
trust Him and Yahusha, we have nothing to fear, no matter what!!

PRE-TRIBULATION – THE START OF THE DISTRESSES – WHEN WE MUST ENDURE!!

http://www.dcclothesline.com/2015/09/02/artifi
cially-intelligent-robot-tells-creator-it-will-keephumans-in-a-people-zoo/

GEO-ENGINEERING

When in doubt, go to Psalms/Mizmor – Amplified 91:1-2

YOU

“THE RED HORSE”
2ND SEAL

REVELATION 6:3-4

And when he opened the second seal, I heard
and paid attention to the second living creature,
saying, “Come and behold!”

Then another horse came out, fiery red like the color
of fire emitting from burning wood, and it was
granted to the one seated on it to take peace, rest
and prosperity from the earth, and that they would
slaughter and indiscriminately and without mercy kill
one another, and a large sword of discord and death
was given to him.

Rev 6:3-4 And when he had opened the
second seal, I heard the second creature
say, “Come.” And there went forth another,
a red horse; and to him who sat upon it, it
was given to take peace from the earth;
and that they should kill one another; and
there was given to him a great sword. AGR

Rev 6:3-4 And when he opened the second seal, I
heard the second creature say: “Come” and a red
horse went forth, and to the one sitting on it was
given the taking of peace from the earth that
people might slaughter one another, and a great
sword was given to him. JL

It’s the rider on the Red
Horse that takes away
peace from the earth. The
world is in chaos, because
Yahuah has taken away
his hand of protection, but
even with that He still
gives the world an
opportunity to repent and
turn back to Him, with
his witnesses:

I will appoint, allow and grant authority to two witnesses,
they will prophesy as my representatives for one thousand
two hundred sixty says, dressed in sackcloth which is
indicative of mourning.

These are the two olive trees and the two lampstands that
stand firm before the Everlasting of the earth.

And if anyone wants to unjustly mistreat, injure or harm them, a fire of
punishment comes out of their mouth and consumes and destroys their
enemies. And if anyone wants to mistreat, injure or harm them, in this
way he must be put to death.

These possess the authority, jurisdiction and permission to shut the shamayim,
so that it does not rain during the days of their prophecy representing the will of
Yahuah. And they have the authority, jurisdiction and permission over the
waters, to turn them to blood, and to afflict and strike the earth with every
plague, distress and stroke of misfortune as often as they wish or have a desire
for.

And when they have fulfilled and finished their testimony in
bearing witness, the beast that comes up from the abyss will
declare a war with them and will overcome and conquer them and
will slay them.

And they worshiped and paid reverence to the dragon because he had appointed
and given authority, power and control to the beast, wicked person, saying, “Who is
like, resembling and having the same characteristics as the beast, wicked person, and
who is able to fight and make war with him?

A mouth was allowed and
given to him speaking out of
the ordinary and surprising
things and blasphemies,
speaking slander against
Yahuah, and authority and
domain to act and behave in
this manner was allowed and
given to him for forty-two
months.

And he opened his mouth to speak
slander and profane blasphemies
toward Yahuah, to slander,
profane and blaspheme His name
and reputation; and His dwelling
and tabernacle, those who live and
reside in the shamayim.

And it was allowed and
given to him to cause
and make war with the
set-apart ones and to
conquer, prevail and
overcome them. And
authority, jurisdiction
and domain was
allowed and given to
him over every tribe
and people and
language and nation.

And all those who live on the earth will bow down and pay
reverence and worship him, everyone whose name is not
written, engraved or recorded from the foundation, creation
of the world in the book or scroll of life and existence of the
Lamb who was slaughtered and killed indiscriminately.

Rev 13:4-8 And they worshiped the dragon,
because he had given authority to the beast
of prey, and (they said), who can make war
upon him? And there was given to him a
mouth speaking great things, and
blasphemies: and authority was given him
to operate forty and two months. And he
opened his mouth in blasphemy to Yahuah,
to blaspheme His name and His tabernacle,
and them who dwell in heaven. And
authority was given him over every tribe
and people and tongue and nation: and it
was given him to wage war with the set
apart believers, and to overcome them.
And all that dwell on the earth whose
names are not written in the book of life of
the Lamb slain from the foundation of the
world, will worship him. AGR

Rev 13:4-8 And they worshiped the dragon
that gave dominion to the creature, and
they worshiped the creature saying: “Who
is like this creature, and who is able to fight
with it?” And a mouth speaking great
things and blasphemy was given to it, and
dominion to function forty-two months was
given to it. And it opened its mouth to
blaspheme Yahuah, to blaspheme the
Name and the dwelling of those who dwell
in heaven. And there was given to it to
make war with the saints and to conquer
them and dominion was given to it over all
tribes and peoples and tongues and
nations. And all the inhabitants of the
earth, those who were not written in the
book of life of the Lamb slain before the
foundation of the world, shall worship it. JL

I saw another beast, wicked person coming up. Arising from the earth, he
had two horns resembling a lamb, but he was speaking and proclaiming
like a dragon.

Indeed, he exercises and performs all the authority and dominion of the first beast,
wicked person on behalf and in presence of him, and he causes the earth and those
who live and inhabit in it to worship and do great reverence to the first beast, wicked
person whose fatal wound had been healed.

And he performs and carries out great and remarkable signs of
supernatural acts, so that he even causes fire from the shamayim
to come down to the earth in the presence of the people.

Then he deceives , leads astray and seduces those who live on the earth because of
these signs of supernatural acts that it has been allowed and granted to him to perform
and cause to happen on behalf and in presence of the beast, wicked person, telling
those who inhabit and live on the earth to make and manufacture an image or likeness
to the beast, wicked person who has the wound of the sword and yet lived.

And it was allowed and given to him to put breath and spirit into the image,
likeness of the beast, wicked person, in order and as a result that the image,
likeness of the beast, wicked person both spoke and caused to happen that all
those, unless they worshiped and paid reverence to the imagine, likeness of the
beast, wicked person, should be killed.

Then he causes all people, the small and the great, and the
rich and the poor, and the free and the slave, that they
appoint and give them a mark or stamp an image on their
right hand or on their forehead.

And that no one was able to buy or to sell except the one who
had the mark or stamp of the image – the name of the beast,
wicked person or the number of his name and reputation.

Rev 13:11-17 And it saw another beast of prey which came out of the earth; and he had
two horns like those of a lamb, and he spoke like the dragon. And before him he
exercised all the authority of the first beast of prey whose deadly wound was healed.
And he brought about great signs, even so as to make fire come down from heaven upon
the earth, before men. And he seduced them that dwell on the earth to erect an image to
the beast of prey who had the wound from a sword and recovered. And it was given him
to put life into the image of the beast of prey; and to cause that all they who would not
worship the image of the beast of prey shall be slain: and to cause the all, great and
small, rich and poor, bond and free, should receive a mark on their right hands, or upon
their foreheads; so that no one might be able to buy or to sell, except those who had the
mark of the name of the beast of prey, or the number of his name. AGR

Rev 13:11-17 Then I saw another creature coming up from the earth, and it had two horns,
and was like a lamb, but was speaking like a dragon. And it will exercise all the dominion of
the first creature before it, and it will make the earth and all the dwell on it to worship the
first creature whose deadly wound had been healed. And it will perform great signs that it
might make fire descend from heaven unto earth before people. And it will lead astray the
inhabitants of the earth through the signs which were given it to perform before the
creature, saying to those who dwell upon the earth to make an image for the creature that
had a sword wound and revived. And it was given to it to give breath to the image of the
creature, and to cause all who will not worship the image of the creature to be killed. And
it shall cause all the small and the great, the rich and the poor, the masters and the slaves,
that a mark should be given to them on their right hands or on their foreheads, so that no
one might buy or sell again except the one has the sign of the name of the creature or the
number of its name upon him. JL

I continued watching and realized what was being revealed,
and this horn made and carried out war with the set-apart
ones and it prevailed, conquered and overcame them,

Concerning the horns
that are on its head, and
the other that came and
ascended up from which
three fell, and this horn
had eyes and a mouth
speaking and uttering
boastfully and with
great self-importance,
and its appearance
larger and more
powerful than its
companions.
Shama the Ancient of
Days is Yahusha,
obviously the most high is
Yahuah.

Until the Ancient of Days came and gave judgement and justice to the set-apart ones of the
Most High; and the set time arrived and in due course the set-apart ones took possession
and ownership of the kingdom.

And he will speak
words against and
concerning the Most
High, and he will wear
out and oppress the
set-apart ones of the
Most High, and he will
attempt and make an
effort to change, alter,
and violate times and
Torah, and they will be
allowed and given into
his hand for a time and
two times and half a
time.

Then the court will sit, and his
dominion, authority and power will
be removed, cease and be taken
away, to be eradicated and
destroyed totally.

Dan 7:20-22 And concerning the ten horns that were on its
head, and the other horn which came up between them, and
before which three fell, the horn that had eyes and a mouth that
spoke very great things, whose appearance was greater than its
fellows. I beheld, and the same horn made ware with the saints
and prevailed against them, until the Ancient of days came and
gave judgement to the saints of the Most High; and the time
came when saints possessed the kingdom.

Dan 7:25-26 And he shall speak words against the Most High,
and shall plot against the saints of the Most High, and think to
change times and laws; and they shall be given into his hand for
a time, times and half a time. But when the judge is seated in
judgement, they shall take away his dominion, to consume and
to destroy it to the end of his kingdom. GL

As the world becomes more chaotic, wars escalate,
economies fall, the beast and the false prophet
appear – coming with false promises and deceiving
the people, and so too comes the 3rd Horse, the
opening of the 3rd Seal.

THE BLACK HORSE
THE 3RD SEAL

REVELATION 6:5-6

And when he opened the third seal, I heard the third living creature saying,
“Come and behold!” And I looked and paid attention to, and behold, a black
horse the one seated on it possessed a balance scale in his hand with the power
and control of measuring and weighing.

And I heard and paid attention to a voice in the midst of the four living creatures,
saying, “A quart of wheat for a days’ wage, and three quarts of barley for a days’
wage, and do not damage the olive oil and the wine.
Rev 6:5-6 And when he opened the third
seal, I heard the third creature say,
“Come, and see.” And I looked, and
behold, a black horse; and he that sat
upon it, had a balance in his hand. And I
heard a voice in the midst of the four
creatures, saying: “A quart of wheat for a
denarius, and three measures of barley
for a denarius; and hurt not the oil and
the wine.” AGR

Rev 6:5-6 And when the third seal was
opened, I heard the third creature say:
“Come.” And behold a black horse and,
the one who was sitting on it had a
balance in his hand. Then I heard a voice
from among the creatures say: “A gab of
wheat for a denarius, and three gabs of
barley for a denarius, and do not harm the
wine and the oil.” JL

When looking at the black horse’s rider, we are thinking that this
only has to do with inflation as it were, how much it will cost for
food, but there is so much more to the SCALES and what they
actually represent.

If I have behaved and walked with falseness,
wickedness and vanity, and my foot has hastened to
deceit, betrayal and disappointment, let him
determine the weight of me in the balance of
justice, honesty, loyalty and righteousness, and let
Yahuah reveal my state of innocence, integrity and
uprightness.

All the ways, conduct and strength
of a man are pure, clean and free
of guilt and sin in his own eyes,
but Yahuah weighs, examines and
determines the mind, spirit, and
heart for substance and courage or
emptiness, anger and resentment.

After this I saw and considered four messengers set in place and
standing at the four corners of the earth, holding and keeping in check
the four winds of the earth, so that no wind could forcibly blow on the
earth or on the sea or on any tree.

And I saw and considered another
messenger ascending from the east,
holding and in his possession the seal,
the mark of the eternal Yahuah, and he
cried out with a loud voice to the four
messengers who were granted the
authority and permission to damage
and harm the earth and the sea,

Saying, “Do not damage and
harm the earth or the sea or the
trees until we have sealed and
identified the servants of our
Everlasting on their foreheads.”

You have
transformed,
changed and
turned cruel,
heartless and
ruthless to me;
you persecute
and bear a grudge
against me with
your hand’s might
and strength.

You lift and raise me up to the wind, my intellectual frame of mind which is my
courage and resentment – you make me ride and carry it like a millstone, and you
dishearten and toss me about in the storm of my intense desires.

But, I know and am aware that you will bring death but conversely you will lead me
to the house of the appointed place at the appointed time for all the living.

Indeed, he will not stretch or send a hand against the needy
when in his distress, misfortune and loss, there is a cry of
help for them.

Job 30:21-24 You have treated
me as an enemy to you; with your
strong hand you have restrained
me. You lifted me up to the wind;
You caused me to ride upon it, and
there afflicted me, and made me
wretched. And yet I know that
you will bring me back from death
to the meeting place for all the
living. But he will not stretch out
his hand against me, and when I
cry to him he will save me. GL

THE PALE HORSE
THE 4TH SEAL

REVELATION 6:7-8

Then I looked, and behold, a pale greenish gray horse,
and the one seated on it was named Death, and Hades,
Sheol or the grave followed, accompanied as a follower
and disciple after him. And authority over this domain
was granted and appointed to them over a fourth of
the earth, to kill, slay by the sword of war and by
famine and by pestilence, plagues that specifically
cause death and by the wild beasts of the earth.

Rev 6:7-8 And when he had
opened the fourth seal, I heard
the fourth creature say: “Come
and see.” And I looked, and
behold, a pale horse; and the
name of him who sat on it was
Death; and the grave followed
after him. And there was
given him authority over the
fourth part of the earth, to
slay with the sword and by
famine, and by death, and by
the ravenous beasts of the
earth. AGR

Rev 6:7-8 And when he
opened the fourth seal,
I heard a voice of a
creature say: “Come.”
And I saw a pale horse,
and the name of the
one, sitting on it was
Death, and Sheol was
joined to him, and
authority was given to
him over a fourth of the
earth to kill be the
sword, and by famine,
and by death, and by
the wild animals of the
earth. JL

ENOCH 22:13
Such has been made for the
spirits of men who were not
righteous but sinners, who
were complete in
transgression, and of the
transgressors they shall be
companions, but their spirits
shall not be destroyed in the
day or judgement nor shall
they be raised from here.

Eze 26:20-21 When I shall
bring you down with those who
descend into the grave, with the
people of old time, and shall set
you in the lowest parts of the
earth, in places desolate of old,
with those that go down into the
pit, that you be not inhabited;
and I will not cause your
resurrection in the land of
living: I will give you to
destruction, you will be sought
for, yet you will not be found for
ever, says Yahuah. GL

Smallpox, like many
other viruses and
bacteria have been
weaponized – nothing
has been eradicated or
destroyed!!

SLAIN FOR THE WITNESS OF
YAHUAH
THE 5TH SEAL

REVELATION 6:9-11

And when he
opened and spread
out the fifth seal, I
saw under the altar
of their sacrifices
the souls and spirits
of those who had
been killed
indiscriminately
and slaughtered
because of the
Word of Yahuah
and because of the
testimony and
witness which they
had experienced,

And they cried out with a
loud voice saying and
asserting, “How long, Setapart and true Everlasting,
will you not evaluate,
consider and judge and then
avenge and punish our
blood, sacrifice and death
from those who inhabit and
live on the earth?”

Then to each one of them a radiant white robe, raiment was given, and
it was said to them that they should rest and abide yet a short time,
until their fellow servants and their brothers who were about to be put
to death as they likewise were fulfilled and completed also.

Rev 6:9-11 And when he had
opened the fifth seal, I saw
under the alter the souls of
them who were slain on
account of the Word of
Yahuah, and on account of the
testimony to the Lamb which
was with them. And they
cried with a loud voice, saying:
“How long, O Master Yahuah,
you Set-apart and True, do you
not judge and avenge our
blood on them that dwell on
the earth?” And to each one
of them was given a white
robe; and it was told them
that they must be quiet yet a
little while, until the
consummation of their fellowservants and brothers who
were to be killed as they had
been. AGR

Rev 6:9-11 And when he
opened the fifth seal, I saw
underneath the altar the souls
which were slain because of
the Word of Yahuah and
because of the testimony of
Yahusha, which they had.
And they cried with a loud
voice saying: “How long, O
Set-apart and True One, do
you not judge and exact our
blood from the inhabitants of
the earth?” Then a white robe
was given to each and every
one of them, and it was said
that they should rest for a
little time until both their
companions and their
brothers, who would be killed
as they were, should be made
complete. JL

Then I paid attention and saw thrones, and they sat down on them, and authority to
judge, decree and sentence was granted and allowed to them. And the souls of those
who had been beheaded because of the witness and testimony about Yahusha and
because of the Word of Yahuah, and who had not worshiped and paid reverence to
the beast or his image, and did not select to and receive the mark or brand on their
forehead and on their hand, and they were resurrected and came to life and reigned
with Yahusha for a thousand years.

Blessed and set-apart is
the one who has a part
in the first resurrection.
Over this person the
second death has no
authority and domain,
but they will be priests
of Yahuah and Yahusha,
and they will reign with
him a thousand years.

ENOCH 103:2-4
I have read the heavenly tablets and have seen the set-apart
books, and have found written in it and inscribed regarding
them. That all goodness and joy and esteem are prepared for
them, and written down for the spirits of those who have died in
righteousness, and that much good shall be given to you in
reward for your labors, and that your lot is abundant beyond
the lot of the living. And the spirits of you who have died in
righteousness shall live and rejoice, and your spirits shall not
perish, nor shall your memory from before the face of the Great
One to all the generations of the world, therefore no longer fear
their abuse.

I put on righteousness, honesty
and justice, and it clothed and
covered me; my justice and
judgement were like a robe and
a headband. I was eyes of
understanding to the blind and
unknowledgeable, and I feet to
the lame and maimed who were
considered low in society.
I was father and caregiver to the
poor and needy who were
oppressed, and I investigated,
determined and pled the case of
the stranger’s legal dispute and
contention of trouble.
Then I broke the integrity of the
evil and unrighteous one’s jaw
bones and I made his freshpicked prey drop and be cast
away from his teeth.
And I thought and uttered, “I will
pass away, perish and die in my
nest, and like the phoenix or
sands of the sea I shall multiply
and increase my days and
lifetime.

Job 29:14-18 I put on righteousness, and it clothed me like a robe and diadem of
justice. I was eyes to the blind, and feet was I to the lame. I was a father to the
poor; and the cause which I knew not I searched out. And I broke the jaws of the
wicked, and snatched the prey out of his teeth. Then I said, I shall become straight
like a reed, I shall deliver the poor and multiply my days like the sand of the seas.
GL

I will rejoice and be pleased greatly in Yahuah; my being, heart, soul and life shall shout in
exultation and joy in my Everlasting. For he has clothed and covered me with garments
of salvation, deliverance and victory, he has covered and clothed me with the robe of
righteousness, innocence and justice, as a bridegroom adorns and anoints himself with a
head wrap or diadem like a priest, and as a bride adorns and anoints herself with her
jewelry. For the earth brings forth and produces its sprout, bud, and as a garden makes its
plants sprout, so Master Yahuah will make righteousness, honesty, justice and innocence
sprout, and praise and renown in front of all the peoples.

Isa 61:10-11 I will greatly
rejoice in the Everlasting
and my soul shall be joyful
in my Yahuah; for He has
clothed me with the
garments of salvation, he
has covered me with the
robe of righteousness, as a
bridegroom decks himself in
splendor and as a bride
adorns herself with jewels.
For as the earth brings forth
its bud, and as the garden
causes the seed which is
sown in it to spring forth, so
Yahuah will cause
righteousness and praise to
spring forth before all the
nations. GL

Here is the steadfast endurance, the power to
withstand hardship and stress, especially having the
inward fortitude necessary to persevere and wait
expectantly of the Set-Apart ones, those who and guard
the instructions of Yahuah and trust and loyalty in
Yahusha. Then I heard a voice from the shamayim
saying, “Write: “Blessed and happy are the dead who
die in Yahuah from now on!” “Yes”, says the Spirit, “in
order and as a result that they may rest and be
refreshed from their labors, suffering, trouble and
fatigue, for their deeds and good works accomplished
through their efforts follow after them.”

Rev 14:12-13 Here is
the patience of the Set
Apart believers who
keep the instructions
of Yahuah, and the
faith of Yahusha. And
I heard a voice from
heaven, saying: Write,
“Blessed are the dead
that die in Master
Yahuah from now on,”
“Yes”, says the Spirit,
“that they may rest
from their toils; for
their deeds do
accompany them.”
AGR

Rev 14:12-13 Here
is the
perseverance of
the saints, those
who kept the
instructions of
Yahuah and the
faith of Yahusha.
Then I heard a
voice from heaven
saying: “Write:
“Blessed are the
dead that pass
away in Yahuah
from henceforth;”
Yes, the Spirit says,
that they might
rest from their
labors. JL

Many are the afflictions of evil, misery,
misfortune and injury of the righteous, upright
and innocent, but Yahuah delivers, rescues, saves
and delivers him out of them all.

Ps 34:19 Many are the afflictions of the righteous, but
Yahuah delivers him out of them all. GL

EVERYTHING CHANGES
THE 6TH SEAL

REVELATION 6:12-14

And I paid attention
and learned when he
opened the sixth seal,
and a great and
remarkable earthquake
was created and took
place, and the sun
became black like
mourning sackcloth
made of animal hair,
and the whole moon
became like blood and
death,

And the stars
of heaven fell
to the earth
like a fig tree
lets fall its
unripe,
immature figs
when shaken
and agitated
by a great and
remarkable
wind that
moves with
considerable
force.

Then the shamayim was opened suddenly and
violently and split apart like a scroll that is rolled
up, and every mountain and island were shaken
up and moved from their place.

Rev 6:12-14 And I looked
when had opened the sixth
seal, and there was a great
earthquake; and the sun
became black, like
sackcloth of hair; and the
whole moon became like
blood. And the stars of
heaven fell on the earth as
a fig-tree casts its unripe
figs, when it is shaken by a
strong wind. And the
heavens separated, as a
scroll is rolled up: and all
mountains and islands
were removed out of their
places. AGR

Rev 6:12-14 Then I saw
when he opened the sixth
seal, and there was a great
earthquake, and the sun
became black like sackcloth
of hair, and the entire moon
became like blood. And the
stars of heaven fell on the
earth like the fig tree, which
casts off its unripe figs due
to a strong wind, when it is
shaken. And the heavens
separated, and like scrolls
they were rolled up; and
every mountain and every
island were moved from
their places. JL

Behold and see! The day of Yahuah
is coming, with an extreme intensity
of emotions and convictions and
wrath and fury and the burning of
anger, to make the earth a place of
desolation; a horror, a wasteland and
He will destroy and exterminate its
sinners who bear the blame for not
thoughtfully considering and
discerning His Word.

Indeed the stars of the
heavens and their
constellations which
are a configuration of
stars seen from earth,
will not flash forth or
emit their light; the
sun will keep back and
become devoid of
light, and the moon
will not allow its light
to shine.

And I will punish and impose a penalty on the world for its evil wickedness
and the wicked, unrighteous transgressors for their iniquity and depravity.
And I will put an end to the pride and loftiness of the arrogant and
insolent, and I will bring the haughtiness and conceit of the ruthless
tyrants to be humbled and low.

Isa 13:10-11 Behold, the day of
the Everlasting comes, which has
no remedy, cruel both with wrath
and fierce anger, to make the
earth a desolation; and he shall
destroy the sinners thereof out of
it. For the stars of heaven and
their constellations shall not give
their light; the sun shall be
darkened in its rising, and the
moon shall not cause its light to
shine. And I will punish the world
for its evil, and the wicked for
their iniquity; and I will cause the
arrogancy of the proud to cease,
and will bring low the
haughtiness of the mighty. GL

And their slain shall be cast and scattered out; as for their corpses and lifeless idols,
their stench shall go up as a sacrifice. And the mountains shall melt away and
dissolve with their blood,

And all the heavenly bodies, stars, the sun and the moon of heaven shall rot and decay
and melt away. And the skies shall roll up like a scroll or book, and all their warriors
shall wither and crumble away like the crumbling away of a leaf from a vine, or like the
decaying of a fig tree.

When my sword is drenched and satisfied in the heavens, look and behold! It will descend
and rain down upon Edom, and upon the people devoted to destruction, for judgement
and my decision.

Isa 34:3-5 Their slain also shall be cast out, and the
stink of their corpses shall come up, and the mountains
shall be drenched with their blood. And all the host of
heaven shall be dissolved, and the heavens shall be
rolled together as a scroll; and all their host shall fall
down, as the leaf falls from the vine and as a falling of
premature figs from the fig tree. For my sword shall be
sharpened in heaven; behold, it shall come down upon
the Edomites and upon a people that is condemned in
judgement. GL

And I will conceal and keep hidden at extinguishing and quenching your
heavens, and I will make dark and gloomy their stars, I will cover the sun with
the cloud, and the moon will not emit and give its light. All sources of light in
the heavens, I will make them grow dark over you, and I will put darkness
and mourning on your land, declares Yahuah.

Eze 32:7-8 And when I shall put the light out of you, I will cover the heavens and
make the stars thereof dark; the sun shall be covered with clouds, and the moon
shall not give her light. All the luminaries which give you light in the heaven will
I make dark over you, and set darkness upon the land, says Yahuah. GL

MOMENTARY SILENCE
THE 7TH SEAL

REVELATION 8:1-2

And when he opened and spread out the
seventh seal, there was silence and quiet
in heaven for about half an hour.

Then I saw and beheld the seven
messengers who stand before Yahuah,
and seven trumpets were given to them.

Rev 8:1-2 And when he had
opened the seventh seal,
there was silence in heaven
for about half an hour. And I
saw the Seven Messengers
who stood before Yahuah,
and to them were given seven
shofars. AGR

Rev 8:1-2 And when he
opened the seventh seal,
there was silence in heaven
about half an hour. Then I
saw seven angels that were
standing before Yahuah, to
whom seven trumpets had
been given. JL

For half an hour there is
silence! It’s during this
time that we think
Yahusha does his reaping!

And I looked and paid attention, and behold, a white cloud, and on the cloud was seated
resembling a son of man, having on his head a golden crown or wreath signifying his sign of
distinction and reward for his accomplishments and in his hand the control of a sharp sickle
or scroll.
Then another messenger
came out of the temple of
Yahuah, crying out with a
loud voice to the one
seated on the cloud, “Send
out your sickle or scroll
and reap and gather,
because the hour to reap
and gather has come,
because the harvest of the
earth is ripe and mature
and ready for harvesting.
And the one seated on the cloud cast down and moving in a curve or arc swung his
sickle or scroll on the earth, and the earth was reaped, harvested and gathered up.

Rev 14:14-16 And I looked, and lo, a white cloud; and upon the cloud sat one who was
like the Son of man: and on his head was a crown of gold, and in his hand a sharp sickle.
And another messenger came out of the temple, crying with a loud voice to him that sat
on the cloud. And he thrust his sickle over the earth; and the earth was reaped. AGR
(Roth does not use the part when the messenger tells Yahusha to reap, because George
Lamsa didn’t use it as it wasn’t part of the Aramaic.)

And behold a white cloud, and on the cloud
was sitting one like a human, and he had on
his head a crown of gold, and in his had a
sharp sickle. And other angel came out of
the temple and cried with a loud voice to the
one sitting on the cloud; “Send forth your
sickle and harvest, for the hour for harvesting
has arrived.” So the one sitting on the cloud
thrust his sickle upon the earth and earth
was harvested. JL

Sow, give birth and plant for yourselves righteousness, honesty and innocence; reap
and harvest loyal love, kindness, goodness and graciousness. Break up and cultivate
for yourself fallow and freshly cultivated ground; this is the proper time to seek,
inquire and search for a relationship with Yahuah so he will come and rain by
teaching and instructing righteousness upon you. Hosea 10:12

Ho 10:12 Sow for yourselves righteousness, and
reap a harvest of mercy; light a lamp for yourselves,
for it is time to seek Yahuah, till he comes and
reveals his righteousness to you. GL

Enoch 104:6-8 And now fear not, you righteous,
when you see the sinners growing strong and
prospering in their ways; do not be their
companions, but keep away from their violence. For
you shall become companions of the hosts of
heaven. And, although you sinners say: “all our sins
shall not be found out and be written down,”
nevertheless they shall write down all your sins every
day. And now I show to you that light and
darkness, day and night, see all your sins.

Then one of the
elders spoke and
asked, saying to me,
“These who are
clothed in the white
robes – who are
they, and from what
place have they
come?” And I said to
him, “Sir, you know
and understand.”
And he said to me,
“These are the ones
who have arrived
and were expected
out of the great
affliction and
tribulation, and have
washed and cleansed
their robes white in
the sacrifice, death
and the blood of the
Lamb.

Because and on account of this, they are before and in the presence of the throne and
kingdom of Yahuah, and they are in divine service to Him day and night in His dwelling
place, and the one who is seated and residing on the throne will shelter them. They will not
be in need or want of food any longer or feel the need to drink and be thirsty any longer,
nor will the sun ever beat down on them, nor any scorching and oppressive heat causing
them to perish, Because the Lamb who is surrounded and in the midst of the throne will
shepherd, nurture, guide and take care of them and will lead and guide them to springs of
living waters, bringing happiness, health, exuberance and life, and Yahuah will wipe, remove
and eliminate every tear from their eyes and give them understanding.

Rev 7:13-17 And one of the Elders
turned and said to me: “These who
are clothed in white robes, who are
they and whence came they?” And I
said to him: “My Master, you know”,
and he said to me: “These are they
who came from the great affliction:
and they have washed their robes and
made them white in the blood of the
Lamb. Therefore are they before the
throne of Yahuah: and they serve him
day and night in his temple; and he
who sits on the throne will protect
them: they will not hunger, nor thirst
anymore, nor will the sun fall on
them, nor any heat; because the
Lamb which is in the midst will feed
them; and will lead them to the
fountains of living water; and Yahuah
will wipe every tear from their eye.”
AGR

Rev 7:13-17 Then on the elders
answered and said to me: “These that
are wrapped in white robes, who are
they and from where did they come?”
Then I said to him: “Sir, you know.” The
he said to me: “These are those came
from the great tribulation, and they
have washed their robes and made
them white in the blood of the Lamb.
Because of this they are before the
throne of Yahuah and serve Him, day
and night in his temple, and the one
who sits on the throne shall protect
them. They shall neither hunger nor
thirst, nor shall the sun beat upon them,
nor any scorching heat, for the Lamb
who is in the midst of the throne shall
shepherd them and lead them to life,
even besides springs of waters, and he
shall wipe away tears from their eyes. JL

How precious, rare and splendid is Your loyal love, unfailing kindness and mercy, O
Yahuah, and the children of humankind take refuge and find safe shelter in the shadow
and protection of Your wings. They drink their fill and are refreshed with the fullness and
richness of Your house and temple, and You give them drink from the river of Your
delights, paradise of Eden and joy. For with You the fountain, spring and flow of life,
happiness, energy and vitality flourishes; in Your light we become aware and see light and
are brightened.

PS 36:7-9 How
abundant is Your
loving kindness, O
Yahuah! Therefore the
children of men take
refuge under the
shadow of Your wings.
They shall flourish with
richness of Your house,
and You shall give
them to drink of the
pleasant water of Your
spring. For with You is
the fountain of life; in
Your light we see the
light. GL
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